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Using the CLEO II data sample, with an integrated luminosity of 1.8 fb at and near the T(4S)
resonance, we have observed a signal for D ~ K+m, which could be due to either D D mixing or
doubly Cabibbo suppressed decay, or a combination of the two. We find 8(D -+ K+m )/8(D -+
K m+) = 0.0077 + 0.0025 (stat) + 0.0025 (syst).
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The reaction Do ~ K+n [1] can occur either through
DflDs mixing, or through doubly Cabibbo suppressed
decay (DCSD), both of which are substantially sup-
pressed in the standard model. Any highly suppressed
weak decay is of great interest since exotic decay mech-
anisms could compete with the standard model pro-
cesses. In general, without measuring the decay time
distribution, one cannot separate mixing and DCSD in
Do ~ K+m [2,3]. Since this is the case at our experi-
ment, our measurement is sensitive to both DsDO mixing
and DCSD and the interference between the two. The
quantity we measure is the ratio R = 8(DO ~ K+s )/
8(DO ~ K n+), where the symbol 8(DO -+ K7r) refers
to the rate integrated over all times of a pure Ds state
decaying to a final state Kn. . In the standard model, the-
oretical predictions for the contribution to R from mix-

ing range from 10 io to 10 s
[4] while the prediction for

the contribution to R due to DCSD is of order tan4 8~
( 3 x 10 s) [3], where e|: is the Cabibbo angle. There
have been many experimental studies of the DODO mix-
ing and DCSD in the past [5], the most recent ones are
from E691, CLEO, and ARGUS. Experiment E691 [6]
has set upper limits on contributions to R from DCSD
and mixing of 0.015-0.049 and 0.004-0.007, respectively,
where the ranges reflect the possible efFects of interfer-
ence between DCSD and mixing with an unknown phase
difFerence. By assuming no interference, other experi-
ments have set upper limits on R from DCSD of 0.011
(CLEO) and 0.009 (ARGUS) [7,8].

We consider the decay chain D'+ -+ Dsz+ -+
(K7r)ms+, where the 7r~+ has a soft momentum spectrum
and is referred to as the slow pion. The charge of the slow
pion is correlated with the charm quantum number of the
Do meson and can be used to tag whether a Ds or a Do
meson was produced. Our technique is to search for the
wrong-sign D'+ -+ Don+ ~ (K+7r )7r+ decays in which
the slow pion has the same charge as the kaon. The right-
sign signal D'+ ~ Don+ -+ (K 7r+)m+ is used for nor-
malization. Identical cuts are applied to both the right-
sign and the wrong-sign samples. The quantity R defined
above is then given by R = N(wrong sign)/N(right sign),
where N refers to the number of events observed. The
ratio is insensitive to uncertainties in tracking eIIiciency
and particle identification efficiency. Our analysis relies
on the fact that a signal will manifest itself as a peak in
both the distributions of Do mass M(Ks) and of mass
difFerence AM—:M(Kxx) —M(Kx) —M(7r). To mea-
sure N(Ds ~ Kx) for right- and wrang-sign decays, we
fit the mass difference aRer cutting around the Do peak.
As a consistency check, we also fit the D mass after cut-
ting around the mass difFerence peak and performing a
sideband subtraction as described below.

The data sample used in this study consists of 1.8 fb
of integrated luminosity near the T(4S) resonance, col-
lected with the CLEO II detector operating at the Cor-
nell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). The CLEO II detec-
tor has been described in detail elsewhere [9]. Charged

particles are identified using drift chamber (dE/dx) and
time-of-flight scintillation counters. We combine particle
identification information from dE/dx and time of flight,
and calculate the y~ probabilities for a given track to
be a pion, kaon, or proton. For each track, a particle
likelihood ratio for particle type i (2;) is defined as the
ratio of the probability of type i to the sum of the prob-
abilities for all three types. We require Z~ ) 0.1 and( 0.55 for kaon candidates, l:„)0.1 and l:~ ( 0.7
for pion candidates. The requirements on kaon candi-
dates are more stringent than those for pion candidates
because there are more pions in the background which
mimic kaons than kaons which mimic pions. Variation
of the choice of the cuts is included in the systematic
error study. For the mass difFerence fit, the Ks mass is
required to be within 22 MeV/c (about 2 standard devi-
ations) of the Do mass. For the Dfl mass fit, the mass dif-
ference b,M is required to be within 1.5 MeV/c2 (about 2
standard deviations) of the mass difFerence peak. These
cuts define the signal region. All D'+ candidates are re-
quired to have zo.+ ) 0.64, where zo.+ = p/p „and
gmax = @beam D +. T is cut signi cant y re uces

combinatorial background, removes all D'+'s which orig-
inate from 8 decays, and keeps about 30% of the contin-
uum D'+'s

Extensive Monte Carlo simulations of continuum
e+e annihilation and particular background sources for
(K+ir )x+ combination have been performed. In the
wrong-sign sample, we find two major categories of back-
ground which will be discussed in detail below.

The first category arises from a misreconstructed Do
due to particle misidentification which is then combined
with the sr+ from the same D'+ This give.s an enhance-
ment in the mass difFerence but does not peak in the Do
mass signal region. The most serious example in this
category is the decay Ds ~ K n'+, which enters into
the wrong-sign sample when the kaon is misidentified as
a pion and the pion is misidentified as a kaon. It will
produce a narrow peak in the mass difFerence plot, and
appear as a broad enhancement around the Ds mass. To
remove this background we invert the kaon and pion as-
signments and recalculate the Ds mass, denoted Mfl;~. If
Mfl'p lies within 40 (standard deviation) of the nominal
Do mass, the combination is discarded. This veto does
not work if the momentum of either the kaon or the pion
is mismeasured. To remove badly reconstructed tracks
we apply strict track quality cuts which remove tracks
associated with pion or kaon decays in flight (K ~ p v

or sr+ ~ p+v), tracks which had a hard scatter in the
detector, and tracks which are mismeasured due to noise.
We also remove tracks at small dip angle (with respect
to the beam axis) which are poorly constrained due to
the small number of wire hits in the tracking chamber.
Track mismeasurements due to these sources are well re-
produced in the Monte Carlo simulation, kom which we
find that fewer than 1 event from this background re-
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mains in the signal region at the 90% confidence level.
Backgrounds due to D ~ K K+ and Do —+ x m+ after
single misidentification will also produce a narrow peak
in the mass difFerence plot. However, they do not reach
the D mass signal region defined above, and thus do
not contribute to the mass difFerence plot which is made
after the Do mass cut. Background events from mis-
reconstructed three-body and multibody decay modes,
e.g. , Do —& K 7r+vro, K 1+v, etc. , make a broad en-
hancement in the mass difference plot. However, they
are smoothly distributed in the Ds mass plot, mostly be-
low the Ds peak. These backgrounds are significantly
suppressed by the kaon and pion particle identification
cuts. In order to further suppress the background from
Do —+ K I+v, we also require that both the kaon and
pion candidates be inconsistent with an electron and a
muon, using the electromagnetic calorimeter and muon
chambers [9]. After applying all the cuts, none of these
backgrounds from three-body Do decay modes will give
a narrow peak in the signal region of the mass difFerence
and the Do mass distributions.

The second major category of background is due to
correctly reconstructed Do ~ K 7r+ decays which are
then combined with a random 7r, . They mimic a wrong-
sign signal when the sign of the charge of the random
n, happens to be the same as that of the kaon. Such a
background will form a Do mass peak, but will not peak
in the mass difference.

The mass difFerence plot (Fig. 1) is fitted to a bifur-

cated Gaussian (with one mean and different cr on each
side of the peak) plus a background function of the form
u(AM)s s + b(b M) i s +c(b M)zs. We fix the mean and
cr's for the wrong-sign fit to be the results of the cor-
responding right-sign Bt. The mean for the mass dif-
ference peak is 5.8 MeV/c~. There are 2465 6 50 sig-
nal events in the right-sign mass difFerence plot, and
19.1 6 6.1 signal events in the wrong-sign plot. This
corresponds to R = 0.0077 6 0.0025(stat). The total
number of expected background events under the signal
peak is 14, and the final detection efficiency for find-

ing the Do —+ K7r decays from D'+ ~ Don~+ with
2:D.+ ) 0.64 is 50%. As a consistency check, we fit
the Do mass spectrum after mass difFerence sideband
subtraction. The Do mass plot corresponding to the
sideband is subtracted with proper normalization of the
sideband. The sideband subtraction removes the second
major background discussed above. The low sideband is
0.002 GeV/c2 ( b,M ( 0.004 GeV/c2 and the high side-
band is 0.0080 GeV/c2 ( hM ( 0.0095 GeV/c2. Varia-
tion of the choice of sideband is included in the systematic
error. We have used a high statistics Monte Carlo sim-
ulation of D'0 ~ Dobro -+ (K 7r+)its to verify that this
procedure removes the background from correctly recon-
structed Do ~ K n+ combined with random 7r, . Singly
misidentified Do -+ K K+ and Do ~ m x+, when com-
bined with the m+ from the same D'+, will appear be-
low and above the Do mass peak even after the sideband
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subtraction. To remove these backgrounds, we change
the pion (kaon) candidate assignment to a kaon (pion)
and recalculate the Do mass, denoted M~~ (M«). If
the recalculated mass M~~ (M ) lies within 4o of the
nominal Do mass, the combination is discarded.

The Do mass plot (Fig. 2) after mass difference side-

band subtraction is fitted to a Gaussian and a linear back-
ground. The mean and the rr for the Do mass peak are
1865.2 MeV/c2 and 12.15 MeV/cz, respectively. There
are 2392+53 signal events in the right-sign Do mass plot,
and 22.3 6 7.1 signal events in the corresponding wrong-

sign plot. This corresponds to R = 0.0093+0.0029 (stat),
which is consistent with the result from the mass difFer-

ence fit.
We have studied the systematic errors from residual

background, background parametrization, sideband sub-
traction, and variation of the choice of all cuts we have
used. For example, the value of R is stable with different
particle identification cuts. We observe no trends that
are inconsistent with statistical fluctuations. In Fig. 3,
we show the Do mass distributions after tightening one
of the particle identification cuts for the kaon candidate
from the standard cut 8 ( 0.55 to 8 ( 0.05, while the
signal loss in the right sign is 50%%uo. The signal is clearly
present (14.3 6 4.7) with very little background. With
such a pure sample, we have compared the right- and
wrong-sign signal region event distributions of the kine-

matic, particle identification, and track quality variables,
using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For all the distribu-
tions that we have examined, we find good confidence
levels for the hypothesis that the right- and wrong-sign
distributions originate from the same parent distribu-
tion. In particular, the agreement between the right- and
wrong-sign distributions of Msip and kaon decay angle

cos 8' [10] demonstrates that the background from dou-

bly misidentified Do ~ K Ir+ is negligible, since such
background events should accumulate near the edge of
the Ms;~ cut or near cos8~ = 0 where kaon and pion
have about the same momentum. We have also exam-
ined the effects of the vetos on our result. For example,
removing the KK and Irz' vetos, and including the asso-
ciated peaks from KK and xz' in the fit, changes the Do

mass fit result only by 0.0005 in R and does not change
the mass difFerence fit result. Therefore the modification
of the background shape in the Do mass spectrum by the
KK and IrIr vetos does not significantly affect the final
result. In order to obtain an estimate of the total sys-
tematic error, we sum all these errors in quadrature. The
total systematic error is 0.0025 for the mass difference fit
(0.0033 for the Do mass fit). Because both the statistical
and systematic errors are smaller for the mass difFerence

fit, we report that result.
In conclusion, we have observed a signal for D

K+Ir and find
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where tan 8~ = 0.00264 and 8t. is the Cabibbo angle.
As we do not measure the decay time distribution, this
signal could be due to either DoDo mixing, DCSD, or a
combination of the two.
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